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National Grid 
 

The Ordnance Survey (OS) divide the country into 100km squares each of which is identified by a pair of letters.  Each 

of these 100km squares is divided into 100 1km squares,  these are the squares printed on OS maps (in blue on the 

Landranger and Outdoor Leisure series and in black on the Pathfinder maps).   These square alone give us four figure 

grid references prefixed with the letter pair giving us a reference to within a kilometre and correspond to the grid squares 

printed on the OS 1:25000 and 1:50000 maps.   The two letters tell us which map we are using and the four numbers 

identify the grid square on the map. 
 

We can subdivide each of the printed grid squares into a 10 x 10 matrix of 100 squares (as shown below) to obtain a six 

figure grid reference and thus pin point a location to within 100 metres.  To help do this it is useful to draw out the 100m 

divisions of a grid square on transparent acetate so you can lay it over a map. 
 

 
Example overlays for sub-dividing a grid square  

(i.e. these sets of 100 squares fit over a single square printed on the map) 
(these may not be to scale!) 

 

When giving a grid reference we always give the Easting (X / horizontal) followed by the Northing (Y / vertical). 

 

 

Scale 

 

The OS maps we will use are either 1:25000 (1cm = 250m,  4cm = 1km) or 1:50000 (1cm = 500m, 2cm = 1km). 
 

The 1:25000 maps are good for walking giving more detail than the 1:50000,  but for general journey planning the 

1:50000 are suitable because you can cover a larger distance on the same size map. 
 

Road atlases are usually 1cm to 2.5km. 

 

 
 

(NB This scale may not be printed accurately). 
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Compass / Grid Bearings 
 

The vertical lines printed on an OS map are known as Grid North and differ slightly (but significantly) from Magnetic 

North (i.e. the direction a compass points). 
 

 

Each map sheet contains a symbol similar to the illustration on the left 

somewhere along the top of the sheet.  Next to this symbol is 

information to tell you by how much magnetic north differs from grid 

north.  Take care to read the information about Magnetic North and not 

True North. 
 

Your map will tell you the difference (in degrees) between Magnetic 

North and Grid North.  You will then need to make the appropriate 

change to the bearing on the map to obtain the magnet bearing. 
 

If you have more than one map of the area,  look at the newest edition,  

the difference between Magnetic North and Grid North is decreasing 

slowly. 
 

The information supplied on the map will say something along the lines of "Magnetic North is estimated as 6o west of 

Grid North".    This means that your compass will actually point to 6o west not north! 

 

Taking a bearing 
 

Bearing are read as the positive (clockwise) angle between "the line from you to the point you wish to travel" and "the 

line between you and north".  So when working with a map you will be taking a grid bearing, whereas when working 

with a compass you will have a magnetic bearing. 
 

To convert a grid bearing to a magnetic bearing you must add on the difference between magnetic north and grid north.  

Similarly to convert a magnetic bearing to a grid bearing you must subtract the difference between magnetic north and 

grid north. 

 

 

In the example to the right,  the destination is on a grid 

bearing of 70o.  This means that if the map states that 

"Magnetic North is 6o west of Grid North",  the magnetic 

(compass) bearing to the destination will be 76o. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

If the compass bearing to your destination is 256o,  subtract the difference 

between magnetic north and grid north (stated as 6o on this map),  so the grid 

bearing on the map to the same destination will be 250o. 
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Contours 
 

OS measure the height of the land with respect to mean sea level (at Newlyn, Cormwall).  Points of the same height are 

linked with an imaginary line known as contour lines.  These contour lines are shown in orange on OS maps and marked 

at regular vertical intervals.  The series of contour lines will only ever meet at a single point where there is a vertical 

cliff (i.e. a sheer drop). 
 

The contours can be used to draw a profile of your intended route.  Use a sheet of squared paper and let each square 

along the horizontal (X) axis represent a kilometre along the route (i.e. the distance you will travel) and let each of the 

vertical axis be the height above mean sea level (i.e. each square is 10m,  like the contours).   The resulting graph will 

illustrate the rise and fall of your route. 

 

 

How Steep is it? 
 

To find out how steep it is,  we need to work out the gradient.  To do this we must read the contours to obtain the height 

gain or loss and measure the distance over which this height change occurs.   So a height gain of 30m in a distance of 

120m gives us a gradient of 30:120 = 1 in 4 or 25%. 

 

 

Measurement by pace and time 
 

Short distances can be measured by counting double paces.  It is easy to lose count so it is preferable to count out 

multiples or 100m.   To use this method of measuring out distance you must compile your own pace chart (i.e. the 

number of your paces to cover 100m for different conditions and gradients. 
 

We can also use time as a measure.  Again you need to compile your own speed chart for different conditions. 

 

 


